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PREFACE
This report by GAP is the first attempt to develop conunon principles
regarding the general conditions for Open Network Provision (ONP)

by

Telecommunications Administrations in the Community, in accordance with the
mandate given by the Senior Officials Group for Telecommunications.
~I

•

1.

At the end of

1986, GAP was requested to analyse the Open Network

Architecture (ONA) concept as presently being developed in the U.S •

.. .
~

GAP was also asked to undertake comparative analysis of European concepts
for network provision to users, taking special account of the evolving
ISDN and

OSI-archit~ctures,

and the requirements of value-added services.

The considerations should include technical,
aspects.

economic and strategic

The first report should include the consequences for

international standardisation of future network interfaces and
termination points.
2.

At the SOGT meeting of July 2, 1987, it was agreed to extend this study
period of GAP to the end of 1987, and that the report should concentrate
in particular on the concept of ONP as described in the Green Paper which
was published in June 1987 (COM (87) 290 final

•

development of the common market for

: Green Paper on the

telecommunications services and

equipment). '
The content of the report is

based on a large number of contributions from a

variety of sources, including the following :
documents provided by Telecommunications Administrations
documents from the European Commission, in particular the Green Paper
reports on the progress of ONA in the U.S., including the analysis made
by a member of the French delegation and the GAP secretary after a visit
to the U.S. in December 1986
a presentation by the Commercial Action Committee of CEPT on Managed Data
Network Services (MDNS)
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presentations made by rna jor European manufacturing industries on

the

evolution of their telecommunication products
presentations made by User Organisations, expressing the views of End
Users and of Private Service Operators on Open Network Provision

a joint meeting with Bellcore, AT&T and the RBOC's US WEST and NYNEX on
actual developments on ONA

a study carried out by SCS/SCICON under contract with DG XIII of the
European Commission on Open Network Provision.

a detailed contribution by the Danish delegation, called Elements of Open
Network Provision.

*
*

*

The present report is divided into the following main parts

Chapters 1 and 2 describe the aims and the scope of ONP.

Chapter 3 looks at the relations of ONP with adjacent topics i.e. ONA, the
OSI-model, MDNS.

In chapter 4 a general framework for ONP is given, while chapter 5 gives a
first list of interfaces to which ONP can apply.

Annex 1 reports on a possible work programme for the development of ONP. For
the development of such a complex concept as ONP,

it is suggested that a

working programme be established which allows the different issues involved
to be tackled in the appropriate time frame.

Annex 2 provides information on the ONA concept and its development in the

us.
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SUMMARY

In 1987, the Commission issued a Green Paper ("Towards a dynamic European
Economy

Green Paper on the Development of the Common Market for

Telecommunications Services and Equipment", dated 30 June 1987) on the future
regulation of telecommunications in Europe.
The Green Paper states that agreement should be achieved "to develop common
principles regarding the general conditions for the provision of the network
infrastructure by the Telecommunications Administrations to users and
competitive service providers" under the term Open Network Provision (ONP).
This should be achieved by ensuring that there is convergence for a range of
interfaces and access arrangements to be offered by the Telecommunications
Administrations to users.

This range will primarily serve the needs of

Private Service Operators offering non-reserved or competitive services
(including value-added services). By this means, it is expected that ONP will
stimulate the development of Pan-European services throughout the Community.
The Telecommunications Administrations should investigate the possibility and
practicality of offering a range of services under ONP which would complement
their existing offerings. T.A.'s would continue their existing offerings and
would extend them to include ONP offerings.
In time,

the concept of ONP should be gradually updated on the basis of

technological

progress and telecommunications regulatory evolution,

and

studies would be carried out to determine the feasibility of applying ONP to
other offerings of network infrastructure services of the Telecommunications
Administrations.

5
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It is envisaged that

ONP could represent a new range of commercial offerings

by the Telecommunications Administrations. These offerings may differ from
existing offerings in terms of enhanced technical
conditions and/or tariff principles.

Together

these

interfaces,
three issues

usage
form a

reference framework. The usage conditions and tariff arrangements that apply
to ONP offerings should be such as to make them attractive to Private Service
Operators,

taking account of TA's other operational and commercial

constraints and obligations.
The technical interfaces adopted could typically have increased versatility
over existing offerings. However, since Open Network Provision is seen as a
natural evolution of

the current offerings of the Telecommunications

Administrations, existing technical and operational functions will be adopted
wherever appropriate.
A proposal for a possible working programme for

the development of ONP is

given in Annex 1 and includes :

access to Leased Lines under ONP
access to Packet Switched Public Data networks under ONP
access to ISDN under ONP

6
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OPEN NETWORK PROVISION

1.

AIMS OF OPEN HETWORK PROVISION

1.1

ONP and the Green Paper
In the EEC document

"Towards a dynamic European Economy : Green

Paper on the Development of the Common Market for Telecommunications
1
Services and Equipment" , it is stated that :

"

the Conununity will have to develop common principles regarding

the general conditions for the provision of the network infrastructure
by the Teleconununications Administrations to users and competitive
service providers,
2
provision."

in particular for trans-frontier service

This concept is known as Open Network Provision.
Because ONP is one of a number of proposed action lines in the Green
Paper, it is essential that an efficient coordination with the other
positions in the Green Paper is ensured.

1

The "Green Paper" referred to is the document entitled "Towards a Dynamic
European Economy : Green Paper on the Development of the common Market for
Telecommunications Services and Equipment",
dated 30 June

reference COM(87)290 final and

1987. This is referred to throughout this document as "the

Green Paper".
2

Chapter VI, Section 4.2.3 of the Green Paper.

7
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1.2

The Concept of ONP

Open Network Provision is aimed at creating within Europe a mechanism
3
by which the network infrastructure
in the form of a number of
switched services and non-switched transport services may be offered
by the Telecommunications Administrations

4

to users and competitive

service providers. ONP is intended to maximize the utilisation of the
network and to stimulate new market opportunities

in the

range of

the development of non-reserved services,

provided

non-reserved services.

ONP is the mechanism
to

stimulate

both by the Telecommunications Administrations and by Private
Service Operators;
to promote

fair

competition between Telecommunications

Administrations and Private Service Operators

in the market of

non-reserved services.

ONP should not lead to the gradual erosion of the current position of
the Telecommunications Administrations in the overall marketplace.

3

The term "Network Infrastructure" as used in this

report refers

to the

provision of telecommunication services by means of T.A. networks delivered
to Private Service Operators and other users at defined network termination
points.
4

Throughout

this document

the phrase "Telecommunications Administrations"

(or TA's) is used as a shorthand term to mean any telecommunications operator
providing public

services with special

Telecommunications Administrations,
(RPOA' s)

rights

and

duties,

i.e.

the

Recognised Private Operating Agencies

and. other private operators operating as

public administrations.

All other operators are referred to as Private Service Operators (or PSO's).
The use of the terms private and public refers to the services and in no way
implies any fact about the ownership of the operating company (for example
the Telecommunications Administrations may be

in public or

private

ownership).

- 7 -
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Both the TA 1 s and Private Service Operators can offer all services
other than those which are reserved. Therefore, ONP should promote a
degree of

co~onality

and standardisation within the Memher States for

a range of interfaces and access arrangements offered by the TA 1 s to
all users.

This is primarily aimed at serving the needs of PSO 1 s

offering value-added services to third parties.
It is recognised that non-reserved services are essentially built on

!£E. of the basic offerings of the Telecommunications Administrations. ·
Figure 1 shows the basic offerings by the Telecommunications
Administrations for the provision of the network infrastructure.
Non-reserved services can be built on top of these two basic
of fer ings

non-switched transport services

(in particular

leased

lines) and switched services.
Therefore

ONP aims at the definition of common interface arrangements for the
provision of the network infrastructure.

Currently two levels of

service interfaces may be considered :
interfaces to non-switched transport services

(e.g.

virtual or

physical point-to-point connections; including leased lines)
interfaces to a range of switched services.

This is shown by the two arrows in Figure 1.
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2.

SCOPE OF OPEN NETWORK PROVISION

2.1

Scope in Time
Initially ONP would only be applied to certain reserved services
provided by the Telecommunication Administrations.

If it is agreed that ONP is to be implemented,

the TA' s would

gradually extend their offerings under ONP on the basis of
technological progress, telecommunication regulatory evolution, market
demand, and technical operational and commercial viability.

Offerings under ONP would potentially differ from existing offerings
in technical interfaces, usage conditions and/or tariff principles.
Open Network Provision is seen as a natural evolution of the current
offerings of the Telecommunications Administrations, and, therefore,
could adopt similar technical and operational

functions wherever

appropriate.
Initially, e.g. by 1992 (the deadline set _for the internal market) it
is proposed that some of the current services could be offered under
ONP terms. These ONP offerings would be additional to the existing
ordinary offerings which would remain unchanged.
Beyond 1992,

the remaining current services which are still being

offered under non-ONP terms would gradually be offered under ONP
terms. At some stage, a point should be reached at which all current
non-ONP services would be offered under ONP terms, and therefore the
TA' s would be able to market a complete range of ONP services

in

addition to their ordinary offerings. New services introduced at this
time would be offered under ONP terms.
Whether the current services offered under non-ONP terms will continue
or should be redefined as perhaps a subset of the ONP offerings should
be left for further study.
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Given the situation that network infrastructures differ in the Member
States, that there are at present different reserved services in the
Member States and

that

the evolution of

the

networks will

not

be

uniform over time, ONP implementation should take this into account
and should allow a certain degree of flexibility in the introduction
in the different countries of the Community.
As ISDN will create important new opportunities for ONP offerings, the
coordinated introduction of such a network is of great importance.
ISDN offerings under ONP

should be

in

line with the Council

Recommendation on ISDN.

At the present stage, ONP should refer only to the offerings in the
reserved area of
also

the Telecomunication Administrations,

include new obligations

to users.

However,

which

in the

could

future,

consideration may have to be given to the introduction of obligations
for

certain non-reserved offerings of

the Telecommunication

Administrations and Private Service Operators where either may hold a
dominant position.

The areas of reserved services and competitive (non-reserved) services
are shown in Figure 2.
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2.2

The Scope of ONP offerings

The

c u r r en t

o f f e r i ng s

of

the T e 1 e co mm u n i c fl t i on s Ad rn i n i s t r a t i on s

basically fall into two categories :
subscriber lines (in this context a subscriber line is an access to
a

service,

such as

telephony or

telex,

offered at

the network

termination point);
leased

lines

(fixed point

to point connections

between users

premises).

A new type of access arrangement is proposed, and will be referred to
as Open Network Offerings. In the first phase of ONP, these offerings
would be provided

in addition to the existing two categories of

offerings of the Telecommunications Administrations.

ONP should respect international standards and should be provided as
far as possible by means of existing network elements and functions.
At the same time, offerings under ONP should reflect customer needs.

It should be noted however,

that certain principles in the present

D-series Recommendations of CCITT are not in line with the current
trends in the regulatory environment.

Open Network Offerings would be
offerings under ONP

1

the new access mechanism to

(non-switched and switched services)

Telecommunications Administrations

of

the
the

and would primarily be used by

Private Service Providers in the provision of non-reserved services
for third parties. However, Open Network Offerings should be available
for all users.

In the first phase of ONP, Open Network Offerings could be made
available

in addition

to existing offerings of Telecommunications

Administrations.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.

1

Refer to Green Paper, Chapter XI-Section 4.2 and Appendix 4,Section 3.3.2
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2.3

The ONP Trilogy

Open Network Offerings can be defined in terms of

technical interfaces
usage conditions
tariff principles.

These will

typically be

"interlinked" and may differ

equivalent conditions for existing offerings.
technical

interfaces will

be adopted,

from

the

In some cases existing

having different

usage

conditions and tariff principles.

ONP offerings are intended to meet the specific needs of providers of
non-reserved

s e r vi c e s and wo u 1 d de f in e

t he

t e c h n i c a 1 in t e r f a c e s

together with the stipulated usage and tariff conditions.

The

terms and conditions

that would be

Offerings are aimed at ensuring a

large

applied to Open Network
2
degree of "openness"
for

these offerings. It is foreseen that Telecommunication Administrations
will retain their existing offerings.
Consequently, Open Network Provision would provide an additional range
of choice for the telecommunications user, suited,

in particular, to

Private Service Operators.

The telecommunications users would have a choice :

either to continue

to use leased lines and switched services under the existing terms and
conditions

(and

thus retain,

for

example,

existing

interconnection

constraints); or to use Open Network Offerings.

2

"Openness"

in

this context means

well-defined and

published

conditions of supply and usage for the services offered at the network
termination point.
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The usage conditions and tariff arrangements that apply to Open
Network Offerings should be such that they will tend to make these
lines attractive,

in particular to Private Service Operators

so, it is anticipated that not all Private Service

Operator~

. Even
in all

circumstances will find Open Network Offerings attractive.
It

is expected that only a proportion of users would adopt Open

Network Offerings and that many users will continue to use existing
Telecommunications Administrations'

offerings

(and thus will retain

existing technical interfaces, usage conditions and tariffs).
The availability to the users of this choice between Open Network
Offerings or existing offerings would have an impact on the size and
planning of the network elements and the marketing approach of the
Telecommunications Administrations.

The introduction of Open Network Offerings would ensure that there
would be uniformity in the usage conditions and tariff principles and
that the technical interfaces would, as far as possible, be common
throughout the Member States.
This would permit Private Service Operators, to provide their services
in a manner that allows free and fair competition between all
operators. By this means, Open Network Provision could stimulate the
development of value-added services throughout the Community and in
particular the development of pan-European value-added services.

- 16 -

3.

RELATIONSHIP OF ONP WITH OTHER ISSUES

3.1

ONP and ONA

The

idea of Open Network Architecture has

its background

in

the

evolving regulatory framework for telecommunications in the USA, and
in particular the transition from the Computer II regulation to the
Computer III regulation.
To avoid any misunderstanding on ONA,

one has

therefore to keep in

mind the following :

Open Network Architecture will be a set of technical, economic and
regulatory arrangements aimed at ensuring as much competition as
possible in the fields of telecommunications, information provision
and value-added services, and with the overriding target to avoid
any misuse of dominant or monopoly market positions by existing
telecommunications carriers,

in particular by AT&T and by the

Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOC's).

Open Network Architecture will not just be a technical concept (in
particular, and despite its name, it is not an architecture and is
therefore unlike OSI or SNA for example).

The two most important issues in ONA are the following

ONA requires

from

the RBOC's

that

they offer equivalent

opportunities of access to all users of their networks and that
they unbundle their basic offerings (using Basic Service elements);

ONA opens the way to remove the restrictions hitherto imposed on
RBOC's (specifically the prohibition on offering enhanced services,
unless structural separation is implemented).

A more detailed description of the ONA concept and its development is
given. in Annex 2 to this report.
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The concepts of ONA in the US and ONP in Europe have much in common.
In particular, the most important similarity between ONP and ONA is
that both concepts aim at creating the

be~t

possible conditions for

innovative development of value-added services in a competitive
environment.
To achieve this objective, in both cases it will be necessary to agree
on common principles which apply when telecommunication operators make
their network infrastructure services available to customers : in the
US under ONA and in Europe under ONP. Both in Europe and in the US,
these common principles will

comprise technical,

regulatory and

economic aspects.
Nevertheless, despite apparent similarities between ONA and ONP there
are also a number of significant differences.

These result from

different aims of ONA and ONP, the different starting conditions and
in particular the different regulatory environments.

The major differences between the ONP concept and ONA relate to the following
aspects :
Whereas in the US, interexchange services and intra-LATA services
are structurally separated,

generally in Europe both local

and

trunk networks are nationally provided by the Telecommunications
Administrations.
Transfrontier value-added services in Europe will, however, require
the

involvement of more than one TA and more

than one national

regulatory system.

Whereas

in the US there

is a historical

provision of voice services and

separation between the

the provision of text and data

transmission and switching services, there is no such separation in
the Community.
Whereas AT&T and the BOGs can not enter the value-added services
market unless under struct.ural separation,
Administrations within

the Telecommunications

the Community are more or

less already

involved in value-added services offerings.

- 18 -
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Whereas in the US there is a long experience in the implementation
of cost-based tariffs and in the re-balancing of local and trunk
tariffs,

there is as yet very little

experi~nce

in F.urope either

in the application of cost-based tariffs or in the re-balancing

of

tariffs between trunk and local networks.

The

development of ONA stemmed first

of all

from regulatory

considerations, while the development of ONP is part and parcel of
a

common pol icy within the Community.

concept aimed at
market

stimulating the

Thus ONP in Europe

is a

development of a European-wide

for value-added services and

information services,

also

taking into consideration end user benefits.

In the US, individual ONA plans were to be submitted by RBOC's and
by AT&T (with limited requirements for AT&T) on February 1, 1988.
With regard to technical aspects these plans take into account the
list of network capabilities (or Basic Service Elements) requested
by enhanced service providers.

Such a

list was compiled by

Bellcore, and was also made available to GAP. In the Community, the
main thrust

for

ONP

is

to agree on common principles

for

Community-wide network provision.

In the US ONA applies only to RBOC' s and AT&T offerings.
future,

In the

the Community may have to consider introducing obligations

to certain non-reserved offerings of Telecommunication
Administrations and Private Service Operators.
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3.2

ONP and the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
With the introduction of ISDN, Private Service Operators will be able
to access via standardized interfaces many enhanced

(intelligent)

network features which should provide a good opportunity for Private
Service Operators to build up and develop new innovative services.
Access to the ISDN Services
It is recognized that a complete set of standards for ISDN is not yet
available, and that the tariffs for ISDN are not yet defined within
all the Member States.
Nevertheless, there is a firm commitment by both the Member States and
the European Commission to develop ISDN and

implement it on a

Europe-wide basis (refer to Green Paper, Chapter VII, section 2.2 and
the Council Recommendation 86/659 on the coordinated introduction of
ISDN).

Therefore,

to prevent the unnecesary proliferation of new

interfaces, the basic rate access and the primary rate access at the
S/T reference point (as specified by CCITT and CEPT) will certainly be
used for Open Network Provision wherever practical.

Access to network capabilities in ISDN
For ISDN it will be appropriate to investigate whether it is necessary
to provide,

in addition to the standard access referred above,

the

means for accessing special network capabilities on an ONP basis.
A number of these capabilities may, in the future, be accessed through
new interfaces which are indicated in the !-series CCITT
recommendations as the M and P interfaces (Rec.

I. 310),

if use of

basic and primary rate accesses are found to be unpractical.
A programme of work for further development of ONP could include a
time-frame for development of these interfaces, taking into account
the expressed

us~r

needs and

considerations of TA' s.

the commercial and

The definition of

the

technical

interfaces and

the

features/capabilities to be carried over these interfaces should be
handled by the appropriate standardisation bodies.
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3.3

ONP and the OSI-model

In

1977,

it

became apparent

that

indivi.du:ll

manufnrturers of new

information processing and information exchange

systems were

developing proprietary solutions which were mutually incompatible and
were leading to the creation of communication islands. In an attempt
to overcome

this situation the International

Standards Organisation

(ISO) established a work programme on
"Standardisation in the area of open systems as
systems

interconnection.

standards

required for

This will
the

include

the

reference model

it

relates

to

development

of

of Open Systems

Interconnection (OSI) and for exchange of information between open
systems."

By 1983 an OSI 7 Layered Reference Model had been developed which has
now been accepted worldwide as the method to structure protocol design
so as to allow for ease of interconnecting a wide range of distributed
information processing and information exchange systems.
The objective of this work is in line with the Community's policy in
the telecommunications sector and it has been expressively supported
by the Commission and by all major European manufacturers.
Even though the Reference Model is not a protocol standard itself, it
has become the accepted architecture for the development of standards
for

protocols

institutions.

and interfaces by all major

A wide

range of

"basic

standardisation

standards"

and "functional

standards" have already been developed.

For this reason it is appropriate to use the OSI-Reference Model as an
important

input for

the definition of the provision of the network

infrastructure and services as required for ONP.

- 21 -

Initially it is proposed that ONP should be implemented for a defined
set of Network Layer services which offer addressability and
interworking for both local and global networks.
In the future, it is appropriate to consider the application of ONP to
higher standards (eg X.400).
For completeness it will be necessary to ensure compliance between ONP
and the following 3 important aspects of standardisation in the
telematics field :
a. European profiles (EN's,

NET's,

etc.) as well as !SO's work on

functional standards
b. ISO-CCITT and EC's test suites for conformance testing
c. European obligation to follow European norm proposals.

In summary,

ONP aims to provide a network foundation (i.e.

layers 1-3) on which

OSI services, in accordance with Community IT development initiatives,
may be built.
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3.4

ONP and Managed Data Network Services

Short Description of MDNS

GAP

invited a

representative of

the CAC/MDNS Permanent Nuc 1 eus

to

outline the characteristics of MDNS. Although the concept is not yet
completely defined, it is expected that MDNS will have the following
characteristics :

Managed Data Network Services
developed by CEPT Members,

is a concept currently being

under which

these Telecommunications

Administrations will offer uniform data communications services and
facilities on a joint European basis.

It

is a package of service offerings

(including all

necessary

hardware and software components) designed to cater for an optimum
utilisation of existing Public Switched Telecommunication Networks
in combination with other data communications services, facilities
and related support necessary to satisfy individual user demand for
international data communications.

In an initial phase, MDNS will utilise the principle of "one-stop
shopping". This will enable a customer who operates internationally
to address a single national Telecommunication Administration for
the provision of international facilities.

A future objective may

be the principle of "one-stop billing".

Fifteen European TAs (of which ten operate in EC Member States) have
initiated the joint development of MDNS offerings.
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The product line description of MDNS includes
user standardized interfaces {CCITT, CEPT and ISO interfaces)
user non-standardized interfaces when required
applications like file transfer, message handling and electronic
data interchange (MHS based on X400, FTAM, VT, JTM and others when
required)
gateway possibilities from public and private networks to MDNS
network management {monitoring,
location and restoration,

configuration control,

accounting and billing,

fault

directory

service).

MDNS offerings in relation to Open Network Provision
MDNS is a concept presently under study by CEPT and an example of a
Pan-European service whereby the Telecommunications Administrations
offer in combination with their basic offerings, for which they have
in many cases "special rights and obligations" (eg switched bearer
services, leased lines), a set of non-reserved services which are or
could be supplied by Private Service Operators.
One of the aims of ONP precisely refers to this issue :
"ONP is the mechanism to promote fair competition between TA' s and
PSO's in the market of non-reserved services" {refer to page 7 : Aims
of ONP).
In conclusion, it can be stated that in view of the appearance of MONS
the application of ONP to the provis.ion of network infrastructure
services could be a suitable mechanism for

fair

competition with

Private Service Operators.
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4.

TilE REFERENCE FRAMEWORK FOR ONP

4.1

The Scope of the Reference Framework

The Green Paper on the development of

the

common market

for

Telecommunication Services and Equipment initiates a new action line
on ONP

1

" COMMON DEFINITION OF AN AGREED SET OF CONDITIONS FOR OPEN
NETWORK PROVISION ("0 N P") TO SERVICE PROVIDERS AND USERS.

Working out in common the principles of the provision of the
network to competitive service providers

is a necessary

requirement for a Community-wide competitive market for terminal
equipment and for competitive services, including in particular
value-added services, if a long period of case-to-case decisions
is to be avoided.

This concerns in particular the definition of clear Europe-wide
network termination points,

usage

conditions and

tariff

principles and availability of frequencies where relevant."

In this chapter, GAP outlines a general approach to this concept by
specifying criteria and attributes
interfaces

for

Europe-wide technical

(at appropriate network termination points);

usage

conditions; and tariff principles.
These criteria and attributes would form

together

the Reference

Framework for ONP.

The general principles in the reference framework would,
applied

to

the

reserved offerings of

in turn, be

the Telecommunications

Administrations for which Open Network Provision is to be implemented
(Figure 4), and it may lead to necessary obligations for non-reserved
services offered by TA's or PSO's.

Chapter X - Section 4.2 Initiation of new Action Lines
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ONP therefore introduces a new way in which existing or new services
could be offered.
Potential areas to which ONP could be applied are
leased lines
a range of switched services

=

telephony
telex
circuit switched data

=
=

packet switched data
ISDN - services
Mobile/paging services
Broadband services

In the future the scope of Open Network Provision may be extended to
certain services which might have the character of a basic service
(eg

videotex in certain countries) and for which TA's or PSO'S could

hold a dominant position in the market place.
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4.2

Criteria and attributes in the Reference Framework
In the following sections the criteria and attrihutes to be considered
in the ONP Reference Framework will be introduced.

4.2.1

Technical Interfaces

Evolution from the present offerings

====================================
For Open Network Offerings the following scheme should be taken into
account for

the definition of technical

interfaces at the network

termination points.
a) For existing services, existing interfaces should be adopted.
Enhancement of such interfaces may be considered for additional
capabilities.
b) For entirely new services existing interfaces should also be
adopted. When existing interfaces are not suitable,

then

enhancements, or a new interface, will have to be specified.
c) For services and networks that are yet to be introduced, but for
which the standardisation program has already commenced (eg ISDN),
ONP requirements should be taken into account when specifying new
interfaces. ONP requirements will be, wherever possible,

in line

with the ongoing work on CCITT and CEPT recommendations.
Community-wide Uniformity

=========================
Under certain circumstances where no Community-wide standard for an
interface to be adopted under ONP is available,

the appropriate

standardisation bodies should be requested to elaborate such an
interface within a given time frame. When existing

nation~l

interface

standards have to be utilized by Telecommunications Administrations,
these should be published throughout the Community, in accordance with
the ex is t in g Co mmu n it y 1 e g i s 1 a t i on in t hi s f i e 1 d ( i n p a r t i c u 1 a r
Directive 83/189 EEC,

aiming to prevent the

introduction of new

national regulations potentially impeding intra-Community Trade).
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A major concern raised by Private Service Operators is

the lack of

common technical conditions and service aspects for existing services
among

the Telecommunications Administrations

in Europe.

A natural

conclusion is that the existing programme for harmonisation of these
services should be maintained, and reinforced in the areas, which are
of special interest to PSO's.

Additional features offered by ONP

Open Network Offerings should in general present increased versatility
compared with existing offerings.
Additional features may be identified particularly with reference to
some switched services (e.g. automatic number identification, reversed
charging, access to test facilities and diagnostics).
Whenever any of such features will meet criteria ensuring that it can
be identified as a well defined item, it can be considered as part of
the offering associated with a specific interface.
Under ONP such additional features may be classified as :
inclusive if it is provided associated with a specific interface
and it is included in the standard tariff
optional if it can be requested as an option with a specific Open
Network Offerings, and it is associated with an additional tariff.

Such additional

features

(either

inclusive or optional)

should

in

principle be made available to all users on equal terms.

It is acknowledged that the implementation of such additional features
will not always be possible over the whole of a geographical area by a
single

date.

In

implementation

such cases,

takes

place

it would be acceptable

that

in accordance with an announced

the
time

schedule.
Also it is possible that certain features, for example related to the
access

to

servi~es,

the Telecommunications Administrations

public

data

base

would require certain safeguards. For example, user privacy.

the commercial

confidentiality of:

information and network

integrity

must be ensured.
Further studies will need to be carried out to assess the viability of
providing access to TA's data base services.
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4.2.2

Usage conditions

A basic assumption for Open Network Provision is that VAS-providers
will,

.

~·

in general, be utilizing telecommunications facilities to sell

their own offerings.
Until now the Telecommunications Administrations in the European
Community have been offering their services mainly to end-users, who
are normally subject to certain usage restrictions according to
national regulations.
In this new situation, the usage conditions which apply Community-wide
to the basic offerings of TA's will have to be reconsidered.

The common usage conditions should be studied and could include a set
of attributes such as :
maximum provision time (delivery period)
minimum contractual period
quality of service, where commercially viable and if requested by
the users. Some examples are :
availability (as defined in the relevant specification, for ,
example of the CCITT)
repair call out time
mean time to repair; and
transmission quality (if applicable)
maintenance and fault reporting : for certain services to clients
the following facilities could be made available
access to network maintenance facilities

=
=

access to network diagnostic facilities
access to network fault reporting facilities.

These will be service-specific and by request of the user;
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conditions for resale of capacity (the retention of a prohibition
of Simple Resale for voice is recognised,
the Green Paper as being necessary for

for the time being, by
tariff arbitrage

in the

voice network that could cause significant harm to the revenues of
Telecommunications Administrations).

conditions for shared use

conditions for third party use

conditions for interconnection with public and private networks.
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4.2.3

Tariff principles
Common tariff principles have been recognized as a major issue in the
concept of ONP. They could affect the financial viability of TAs, as
well as the conditions for

the development of new value-added

services.
As this far-reaching issue of common tariff principles
analysed and discussed in depth,

GAP restricts

co~ld

itself

not be
to the

presentation of a number of guidelines which are essentially in line
with the positions developed in the Green Paper.
GAP proposes that the issue of common tariff principles be tackled
with high priority at the appropriate level. The following guidelines
could be used as a starting point for this work :
ONP tariffs should be in general cost-based.

ONP tariff principles should aim at encouraging private offerings that
add genuine value to the basic offerings of the Telecommunications
Administrations, while at the same time discouraging privately-offered
services that in effect only duplicate these basic offerings.
Cost-based tariffs are expected to reduce the incentive to resell
basic offerings.
If greatly differing degrees of cross-subsidisation in the Member
States exist, these could hamper the aims of a

Europe-wide concept of

Open Network Provision.
Cost-based pricing of a set of basic services and facilities that will
be offered to all users on a non-discriminatory basis should foster
the spirit of competition in telecommunication services within the
Community.

The likely developments of the Green Paper initiatives

should lead to further discussions on the concept and definition of
harmonized tariff principles and how these may be introduced.

The above statement clearly does not mean that the absolute values of
the tariffs need to be uniform.
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The tariffs applied to ONP offerings can depend amongst others on the
usage conditions applied.

In particular an additional charge can be

imposed to reflect the additional cost of the TA's in the provision of
Open Network Offerings.

Where a bulk supply of services to large users results in lower cost
to

the operator,

it

seems appropriate

reflected in the tariffs.
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that

the

reduced

cost

is

5.

TECHNICAL INTERFACES FOR ONP

5.1

General Requirements
ONP interfaces would differ from existing non ONP interfaces only in
so far as adaptations are necessary to support
increased versatility
functionality required for service specific features
new usage conditions on both sides of the interface.
This last feature recognises that
the user must observe
type approval conditions
authorities,

(set by the national regulatory

in particular with regard to type approval

accordance with Community Legislation

1

in

);

correct operation of the terminal
safety requirements
and the
Telecoms Administrations must observe :
correct service provision given type approval of the terminal
apparatus;
quality of service requirements; and
safety requirements.

1

Ref. to COUNCIL DIRECTIVE OF 24 JULY 1986 on the initial stage of the
mutual recognition of type approval for

telecommunications terminal

equipment (86/361/EEC).
and the COUNCIL DECISION OF 22 DECEMBER 1986 on standardisation in the
field of information technology and telecommunications (87/95/EEC).
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In this chapter,

a first

inventory

is given of

the

technical

interfaces to which ONP can be applied.
The major subdivision is :
access to leased lines
access to basic switched services.
new type of access to the local network infrastructure

5.2

Leased Line interfaces in ONP

Leased lines or "permanent" circuits are presently being used for a
wide range of applications, including low speed telegraphy, telephony,
voice band data, high speed data, sound programmes etc.
The

configurations

in which they are applied include

symmetrical

point-to-point applications (ie the interfaces at both ends have the
same

characteristics),

multi-drop

lines

connected together at one point
multiplexed

lines,

(with a number

in a

of

circuits

star configuration),

and

low speed circuits

are

where a number of

multiplexed together within the network.
There exists a wide variety of leased lines interface characteristics
which are currently in use in the Community.

For analogue circuits, ONP should certainly include the performance
criteria as documented in the relevant CCITT Recommendations :

M.1020

(voice band data)

M. 1025

(voice band data)

M.l030

(private telephony)

M.l040

(public telephony)

For

digital

circuits

the electrical

interface details and

performance characteristics should be in

the

line with the appropriate

CCITT Recommendations (e.g. G703 for circuits of 64kbit/s and above).
A complete

description of technical

interfaces for

combination with the usage conditions and

tariff

leased 1 ines,
principles

in

to be

applied, is a complex and far-reaching task, that could be carried out
in the work programme for the development of ONP (refer to Annex 1 of
this document),

subject to a decision by SOG-T. This would require

that the competent specialists in the Member States were assigned to
this task.
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5.3

Access to Packet Switched Public Data Services under ONP
From the range of switching services shown in Figure 4, the interfaces
to the Packet Switched Data Network are of particular importance due
to their wide application in the offerings of PSO's.
The access arrangement made available should include
X.25 lines
synchronous access at speeds up to 64 kbit/s
asynchronous access at speeds below 9.6 kbit/s
The interface characteristics shall be in accordance with NET 2 and
CCITT Recommendation X.25 ie :
the mechanical,

electrical. and procedural characteristics shall

meet the requirements specified in Recommendation X. 21, X. 21 his
and the V-series.
Other access arrangements must meet the access capabilities specified
in the X-series
e.g. X.32 for dialled access,
X.3, X.28 and X.29 for asynchronous terminal access.
The development of ONP for access to the PSPDN is included in the
possible work programme given in Annex 1.
A complete development of this matter is a complex and far-reaching
task that,

subject to a decision by SOG-T, would require

the

assignment of the competent specialists in the Member States.
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5.4

Interfaces to the ISDN under ONP

5.4.1

ONP ISDN Interfaces

The access to ISDN will be determined essentially by the Reference
points defined in the framework of the CCITT !-series Recommendations.
Where these Recommendations do not support the functionality required
for

ONP

implementation,

are

incomplete or where

they provide

for

options, the European Commission should agree with CEPT to develop the
appropriate standards for Europe.
GAP notes

that

the required organisational

framework is

already in

place through the Memorandum of Understanding and the yearly

Work

Programme agreed between the E.C. and CEPT (and in future ETSI).

The S/T reference points will be the main traffic carrying accesses to
ISDN.

This

includes the basic rate access at

144 kbit/s

and

the

primary rate access at 2 Mbit/s.
The Council Recommendation on ISDN states that for basic· access the
NTl

equipment

should be provided by the Telecommunications

Administrations and that the interface at the S reference point should
be supported within the Community member countries.
The

standardisation process

complete

for

example

for

the S/T reference points

the D-channel

packet access

is not

has not

been

specified in CCITT or CEPT.

The M and P reference points for "specialised service providers" and
for "Network Specialised resource" have not been specified by CCITT
yet.

In the highly competitive market of

ISDN exchanges

it is not

clear whether uniform standardised reference points M and P can be
defined.
Taking into account user needs,

it may prove necessary when further

work on the application of ONP to ISDN is undertaken, that CCITT and
CEPT should be encouraged to develop
points. This would permit the

standards for

these reference

principles of ONP to be applied in a

way that will allow Private Service Operators

to get

non

discriminatory access to special network resources.
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5.4.2

The CCITT Signalling System Nr. 7
The CCITT signalling system nr. 7 will be an essential requirement for
the deployment of ISDN.
With

the

introduction of CCS CCITT nr.

7 new services and higher

network performance will become available.
The CCS nr. 7 is considered as part of the network infrastructure and
not as an access to network resources.
Should such access be necessary, the development of the interfaces at
the M and P reference points will be required and standardized
interfaces could be offered to service providers.

5.4.3

Conclusion
The remaining standardisation issues in ISDN,

and the access

to

service support capabilities, could be subject of study in the working
programme for

the development of ONP

(see Annex 1),

subject to a

decision by SOG-T. This complex task would require the assignment of
the competent specialists in the Member States.
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5.5

New types of access to the local network infrastructure

Under ONP it is envisaged that End-users and PSO's may request access
to

the

circuits

connecting

subscribers premises

Telecommunications Administrations exchange which are
support a basic service

(eg telephony,

telex etc).

to

the

provided

At present

to

this

part of the network is inaccessible to users other than as access to a
basic service.Under the terms of Open Network Provision, consideration
might be given as to whether users might be able to obtain shared
access to this part of the network infrastructure. An example of such
direct access is the use of a telephone subscriber's line to convey,
in addition to the basic service of telephony,

a low bit rate data

channel multiplexed onto the circuit without disruption to the basic
service.

This

access

recognises

the monopoly control

exercised by

the

Telecommunications Administrations over the network infrastructure.

The

service

provided by

this

access

arrangement would provide

low

bandwidth point to point or point to multi-point service between :

the premises of the user of the basic service; and
the premises of a Private Service Operator receiving a multiplexed
stream from a number of such users,
cable distribution point

multiplexed together at

the

(typically within an exchange building)

and extended to his access point (typically a building within the
normal area served by that exchange).

The technical interfaces applicable to this type application can be
2 wire analogue bandwidth translated to baseband; or
V.24 data terminations.
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ANNEXES

1.

PROPOSAL FOR A POSSIBLE WORKING PROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ONP

2.

OPEN NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

3.

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

THE U.S. CONCEPT
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ANNEX 1

PROPOSAL FOR A POSSIBLE WORKING PROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ONP
The analysis of GAP has made it clear that the complex issue of Open Network
Provision can not be dealt with in all its aspects in one study period. Where
GAP in its report sets the guidelines for an ONP framework, the application
of the framework to different areas of telecommunication provision could be
dealt with in future study

pe~iods,

on the basis of new terms of reference

from SOG-T.
Moreover the technological evolution and the ongoing regulatory developments
may require regular updating of the ONP-concept.
In addition, the range of services to which the principles of ONP are to be
applied may change with time.
A working programme, including a time schedule for the development of ONP for
specific areas, is required.

1.

Working method for the development of ONP
A step-by-step approach for the development of ONP is necessary. This
will allow the Commission to break the complex issues in smaller parts
and to assign the appropriate level of expertise. The work needs to be
carried out in close cooperation with the appropriate CEPT committees
and ETSI.

In this process it is also essential to include

participation of the TA's, End Users,

PSO's and where required

Industry, in order to arrive at proposals which reflect the positions
of all parties involved.
As it is difficult to have participation of all parties which may have
an interest in ONP, it is suggested that the proposals on ONP will
also be made available for public comment during a fixed period.
It is proposed that the first task which GAP should undertake is to
establish a methodology, to identify the resources in the appropriate
bodies and to produce a detailed time schedule.
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2.

Time schedule for the further development of ONP

The priorities for the development of ONP should be based on current
possibilities of the TA networks and the perceived needs of Private
Service Operators.

A time schedule should be decided upon in SOG-T, and could include the
following areas of study :
access to Leased Lines under ONP
access to Packet Switched Public Data Networks under ONP
access to ISDN under ONP.

Additional

access

to other public networks and services,

provision of frequencies where

relevant,

and

can be dealt with

the
in

subsequent periods, in accordance with the priorities set in SOG-T.

GAP

suggests that

the provision of Leased Lines would be the most

suitable area of study to be undertaken in 1988.
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ANNEX 2

OPEN NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
THE U.S. CONCEPT
The Open Network Architecture (ONA) concept was born in the U.S .. regulatory
environment and in the wake of the public comments starting .with the
Computer III Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Released August 16, 1985).
The main issue under consideration all along the Computer inquiry III process
was to remove structural separation imposed on AT&T and the BOCs by
Computer II decision and to replace it by non structural safeguards. ONA is
one of these safeguards.

Others are the interim concept of Comparably

Efficient Interconnection (CEI),

allocation of

joint and common costs,

disclosure of network information and access to "Customer Proprietary Network
Information".
Regulatory situation in U.S. before Computer III Report and Order (released
June 16, 1986) .
Under Computer II regulation,

all services were divided into basic

transmission services, enhanced services and the supply of terminal equipment
(Customer Premises Equipment- CPE).
The Bell Operating companies (BOCs) had a regional monopoly on the first
category,

and their tariffs were regulated.

They could not offer other

services except through structurally separated subsidiaries.
At the same time, by the terms of the Modified Final Judgment (MFJ), they
were excluded from providing :
interexchange telecommunication services
information services
international telecommunication services
manufacturing of equipment
customer premises equipment (CPE)
any other product or service that is not a natural monopoly service
regulated by tariff.
In practice, upon court approval of a specific waiver, BOCs were allowed to
offer one or another of the so-called enhanced services.
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Relief from structural separation requirements

The

costs

of

Computer II
maintain

Computer

rules,

structural

AT&T and

separate

operation,

II

on a arm's

books,

to

employ

and maintenance,

including all advertising,

very

high.

the BOCs actually had to separate

accounting

installation

separation were

to

separate

undertake

offices,

personnel

its

for

to deal with any affiliated manufacturing entity

any enhanced

owning any network or

to

own marketing,

length basis and to utilise separate computer facilities

provision of

Under

services.

local

The

subsidiaries were

distribution facilities

in the

prohibited

from

and equipment and from

providing any basic services.

Thereby, these requirements made it impossible for AT&T and the BOCs to offer
services which
switching

of

combine,

even

partly,

information with

the

the

functions

functions

of

of

transmitting

storing,

and

converting

and

digitalisation,

the

processing of information.

However,

with

the

technological

technical

boundary

processing

and office equipment

traditional
between

lines

regulatory

transfering

developments

between

telecommunications,

functions

boundary

towards

lines

information

have disappeared.

between voice,

and

electronic

storing,

data

Therefore,

text

and

the

data,

or

converting,

processing

definitions

for,

information, do not make sense today.

Therefore,
establish

all

regulatory

boundary

lines

steps

between

to

find

"basic

clear

telecommunications

or

services"

to
and

"value-added telecommunications services" could not be successful because of
these technical trends.

ihus,

the

obstacle

costs
to

of

structural

exploiting

the

separation

advantages

stifled

of

innovation

technical

and

integration

services which were both technically and economically possible.

It

was
of

an
new

led

to

duplication of facilities and an ineffective waiver process.

Instead of structural separation, non structural safeguards were proposed as
being

best

directly

suited

to

address

the
the

U.S.

competitive

discrimination

telecommunictions
problem and

to

markets,

to

focus

on

cross-subsidisation.
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Aims of ONA requirements
ONA and other non structural safeguards are designed
to promote the efficiency of the telecommunications network by permitting
the technical integration of basic and enhanced services,
to preserve competition in the enhanced services market,

through the

control of potential anticompetitive behaviour by dominant carriers.
Under ONA,

dominant carriers have to provide features

to other enhanced

services providers with the same ava i lab i 1 i ty and e ff ic iency that they
provide themselves in their offering of enhanced services!

ONA General Principles
Open Network Architecture plans have to be built on two general principles
"equal access" which was first imposed by CEI requirements,
"unbundling".
Under GEl requirements,

dominant carriers must provide interconnection

opportunities to others on "equal access" basis. This decision requires the
basic services functions

including technical

specifications,

functional

capabilities and other quality and operational characteristics such as
installation and maintenance time,

to be equal to these provided in the

carrier's own enhanced service offerings.
The equal access principle aims to prevent undue exploitation of the dominant
position by control of bottleneck or discriminatory practices.
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Under ONA requirements, a dominant carrier "must unbundle key components of
its basic services, regardless of whether its enhanced services utilise the
unbundled components. These components, such as trunk side interconnections,
may utilise subcomponents that are themselves offered on an unbundled basis,
such as separate channel signalling ... ".
"Unbundled basic service building blocks" (basic service elements -

BSEs)

must be offered to all others on a tariffed basis".

These BSEs will be developed by carriers themselves with input from the whole
industry,

through ONA Forums proposed by FCC. ONA Forums are taking place,

organized by Bellcore on a nationwide basis and by RBOCs on a regional basis.

Steps towards implementation of ONA

AT&T and the RBOCs have filed their ONA plans on February 1,

1988.

These

plans describe their compliance with Computer III requirements and list their
initial set of Basic Service Elements. The plans will be subject to public
comments and FCC approval.

Therefore,

definitions of a

set of BSEs

is

the first

step

towards

implementation of ONA. The FCC directed the RBOCs to develop the initial set
of BSEs with enhanced service competitors participation through an ONA Forum
(ONAF 2 on March 30 -

April 2, 1987) where the RBOCs collected requests from

enhanced services providers and other users.

The BSEs filed on February 1, 1988 have to be implemented within one year
of acceptance of the filing by the FCC. Consequently, in practice, it is
expected that BSE's will only be specified for existing networks (i.e.
they will be largely based on voice services).

Each RBOC has

to

file

his own ONA plan.

The problem of

producing a

nation-wide uniform plan has not yet been solved, and it is expected that
different plans will be filed.
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ONA plans must meet CEI parameters and other CEI requirements.
CEI parameters deal with :
interface functionality {standardized hardware and software
interfaces),
unbundling of basic services,
resale environment,
technical characteristics,
installation and maintenance procedure,
unbundled end-user access,
availability (on the same date as offering for own services)
minimisation of transport costs,
recipients of CEI (general availability, not restricted to any class
of customer)
The other CEI requirements primarily deal with pricing. This is a key
issue to determine the real conditions of fair competition in the
enhanced services market between the RBOCs and Competitors,

and to

determine who will reap the benefits of integration.
CEI pricing principles distinguish distance-sensitive transmission costs,
interconnection costs, traffic concentration costs and network usage costs;
each of them should appear as an unbundled rate element in the RBOC's tariff.
The operating companies have to set terms for tariffs and usage conditions
which comply with these requirements.
After implementing an Open Network Architecture, a RBOC which wishes
to offer new basic service elements must file an amendment in its
first ONA plan at least 90 days prior to offering that enhanced
service. If necessary, the FCC shall request public comments on the
amendments.

Position of the parties on ORA
The parties involved in the US regulatory process are very numerous
most important being the FCC which initiated the process,

the

but also the

Department of Justice as regulation source at the federal level. The Public
Utility Commissions intervene at the state level. Congress,

Department of

Defense, Department of Commerce, gave advice and were involved to a certain
degree.
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On

the

side

of

the

operating companies,

independants

at

the

local

level,

there

AT&T and

its

are

the RBOCs

competitors

in

and
the

the
long

distance market, and all the resellers.
Enhanced services providers and information service providers are the third
category of parties involved.
Then there are the telecommunication and computer manufacturers and finally
the end-users, the largest of them being very important participants.

The FCC

The FCC which initiated Computer Inquiry III supports ONA in the following
terms (Computer Inquiry III, Report and Order)

"ONA

is

the key

to developing the

pro-competitve way

enhanced

services marketplace

by permitting the exchange carriers

to offer

in a
these

services in an integrated manner and at the same time assuring that other
service provider

companies

can utilise

the

basic network capabilities on

comparable terms and conditions".
"We require each carrier to develop an initial set of key basic elements that
can be used in a wide variety of enhanced services. We would expect such a
set to contain unbundled basic services functions that could be commonly used
in

the provision of enhanced

services

to

the

extent

technologically

feasible".

The Department of Justice (DOJ)

The

Department of Justice view of ONA is very

similar

(Judge Greene's

Opinion and Order Regarding Proposed Modification of the MFJ - September 10,

1987).
"ONA permits all would be providers of competitive service,

including the

company that presently holds the bottleneck monopoly, to provide service on
the basis of relatively equal costs of interconnection to the bottleneck".

Nevertheless,

in his decision of September 10,

1987,

Judge Greene rejects

most of the proposed modifications to the MFJ. His main reason is that there
is no sign that the RBOC's can prove that the line-of-business restrictions
in the MFJ should be lifted because there is "no substantial possibility" for
them to misuse their monopoly power in the inter-exchange service markets.
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Under

this decision the RBOCs are still excluded from the information

services market. They should only transmit "information services", but are
still barred from setting up own information services.
offer protocol conversion and enhanced services,

They are permitted to
but cannot enter

the

inter-exchange market.
The RBOCs
The Regional Bell Operating Companies accept ONA as a new concept by which
they hope to achieve the following targets :
Relief from current line-of-business restrictions which prohibit

the

RBOCs from providing enhanced services except on a structurally separate
basis.
Identification,

development and stimulation of new markets and market

opportunities.
Increased profits and improved earnings by maximising the utilisation of
the basic network infrastructure.
Maintain their existing revenue base.
Minimise by-pass.
In a general sense, ONA is viewed as a trade off between the openess of the
network and the entry in the enhanced services market.
AT&T
In the view of AT&T, from the beginning of the process,
imposed on it by CEI and ONA are unnecessary,

the requirements

inappropriate and the cost

involved will outweight the benefits of being allowed to integrate enhanced
services.
AT&T argue that it is already in a competitive environment and is by its
nature motivated to serve all enhanced services providers.
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AT&T filed a
1987),

"Petition for Reconsideration". A Reconsideration Order (March

modified CEI/ONA

service

specific

CEI

requirements

plans,

to

for

offer

AT&T.

It

will

transparent

only

have

transport

to

file

critical

to

national ONA uniformity and to consult with RBOCs for transport of BSEs.

Services providers and end-users

(views of the "coalition of ONA parties", CONAP)
These views are interesting as they represent a quite complete comment on ONA
issues.
For services providers and end-users, the basic goal of the ONA plan should
be

to ensure

should

be

networks.

the widespread availability of network functions

integral

to

Currently,

the

national

network

common

functions

are

carrier

that are

or

telecommunications

"bundled"

by

end-user

nee d

t he s e

tariff

services.

En h anced

se r vi ces

p r o vi de r s

functions of the network,

( ESP )

nor rna 1 1 y

the

definition

increasing

the

of

no t

bun d 1 e d

but require single elements of services which are

called Basic Service Elements (BSE).
in

do

unbundled

aggregate

cost

Recognising that excessive granularity

network
of

functions

providing

may

all

have

the

network

effect

services

of
and

functions,

any BSE structure must be based on a reasonable balance between

the

of maximum availability

goals

of

network

functionality

and

overall

network efficiency.

In

this

context,

CONAP

propose

the

following

specific

principles

should

underlie any ONA plan :

National

uniformity

structures, ordering,

extended

to

administrative

procedures,

tariff

installation, testing, maintenance of services and

functions.

Neutrality of access to ensure that no one,

including the RBOCs,

should

be afforded pre-emptive control of any entry point or gateway.

Demand for
specific

unbundled network functionalities.

process

for

determining when and

expressed des ire

for

a

given network

The RBOCs must

under what

propose a

circumstances

functionality wi 11

be

an

translated

into the offering of one or more BSEs to provide that functionality.
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Conclusions on ONA developments in the USA
The following

tentative conclusions can be drawn concerning the ONA

developments in the USA.
ONA will be a continuous process which will be strongly influenced by the
technical development in the existing networks,
j

eg the. development

towards ISDN.
The integration of enhanced services functions in modern exchanges will
not be hindered by ONA despite the demand for "neutrality" of technical
interfaces for all providers of value-added services (ie RBOCs, ESPs and
all other users).
The demand oriented policy of

individual RBOC ONA plans raises

the

problem of standardisation for nationwide or global uniformity.
The "fair competition" in the value-added services market will only be
expressed by non technical means (eg tariffs and usage conditions).
The next step for ONA studies is now February 1, 1988, when real ONA
plans are available and open for public comment.
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GAP MEMBERS

Country
or title

Na•e

Address

President

C. Carrelli

S.I.P.
Via Fla•inia 189
Ro•a 00196
Italy

Tel./twx/Fax

,J

M. Viard

Direction Generale des
T~l~co••unications

7, Bld Ro•ain Rolland
F - 92128 Montrouge

Tel. 39 6 36885589
Fax. 39 6 6231641

Tel. 33 1 46 56 13 01
Twx. 205863
Fax. 33 1 46 54 18 92

VicePresident

H. Ungerer

DG XII I
Rue de la loi, 200
B - 1049 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 235 06 15
Twx. 21877
Fax. 32 2 235 68 28

Secretariat

C. Berben

DG XII I
Rue de la loi, 200
B - 1049 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 235 54 01
Twx. 21877
Fax. 32 2 235 68 28

J-P. Valentin

DG XII I
Rue de la loi, 200
8 - 1049 Bruxelles

Tel. 235 06 26
Twx. 25946
Fax. 235 01 48

G. Cordaro

DG XII I
Rue de la loi, 200
B - 1049 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 236 02 08
Twx. 21877
Fax. 32 2 235 68 28

J. Richter

DG XIII
Rue de la loi, 200
B - 1049 Bruxelles

32 2 235 46 6 7
Twx. 21877
Fax. 32 2 235 68 28

R. Cawdell

DG XII I
Rue de la loi, 200
B - 1049 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 235 06 19
Twx. 22045
Fax. 32 2 235 06 54

H. Vichards

DG XIII
Rue de la loi, 200
B - 1049 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 236 06 30
Twx. 21877Fax. 32 2 235 68 28

Tel

55

Country
or title

BelgiUII

Denmark

Name

Ar!d:-ess

Tel/Twx/Fax

K. Koenig

DG XII I
Rue de la loi, 200
B - 1049 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 235 05 44
Twx. 21877
Fax. 32 2 235 68 28

J.P. lubotte

Regie T. T.
42, rue des Palais
B - 1210 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 213 44 59
Twx. 29154 gentel b
Fax. 32 2 218 82 09

J.P. levaux

Regie T.T.
166 Bld. Emile Jacq•ain
B - 1210 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 213 30 04
Twx. 29257 datab
Fax. 32 2 217 94 81

M. Fastrez

Regie T.T.
42, rue des Palais
B - 1210 Bruxelles

Tel. 3222171339
Twx. 29154 gentel b
Fax. 32 2 218 74 16

R. Frenssen

Regie T.T.
42, rue des Palais
B - 1210 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 213 43 66

J.-M. Salles

Jutland Telephone
Switching and Trans1ission Division
Sletvej 30
8310 - Tranbjerg J
Denurk

M. Ri tshoh

Teleco• Den•ark
Telegade 2
OK - 2630 lastrup
Den• ark

Tel. 45 2 52 91 11
ext. 4234
Twx. 2 2999
Fax. 45 2 529331

S. Andersen

Ministry of Culture and
Co11unication
Tielgensgade 37.2
1530 Copenhagen V
Den1ark

Tel. 45 1 932410
Ext. 205
Twx. 2 2323
Fax. 45 1 932410 - 239

M. Sandersen

Jydsk Te lefon
Sletvej 30
DK-8310 Tranbjerg-Aarhus
Denmark

Tel. 45 6 29 33 66
Twx. 68 647
Fax. 45 6 29 54 99

Tel. 45
ext.
Twx.
Fax. 45

6 293366
4912
68647
6 295499

56

Country
or title

I

Address

Tel/Twx.Fax

Copenhagen Telephone Co•pany
Noerregade 21
DK-1199 Copenhagen
Dena ark

Tel. 45 19966 32
Twx. 19791
Fax. 45 114 13 73

Franee Te leco•
OGP-DTE
20, Avenue de Segur
F - 75700 Paris

Tel. 33 1 45 64 06 08
Twx. 205863
Fax. 33 1 46 57 95 11

A. Vallee

France Teleco•
SPES
7, bld Romain Rolland
F - 92128 Montrouge

Te 1. 33 1 45 64 5 7 43
Twx. 205863
Fax. 33 1 46 54 18 92

l. Perrouin

France Teleco•
DAII
7, bld Romain Rolland
F-92128 Montrouge

Tel. 331 45 64 47 70
Twx. 202914 F
Fax 33 1 46 57 95 11

R. Gourves

France Teleco1
7, bld Ro1ain Rolland
F-92128 Montrouge

Tel. 33 1 45 64 58 91
Twx. 202914
Fax. 33 1 46 57 95 11

France Teleco•
7, bld Ro1ain Rolland
F-92128 Montrouge

Tel. 33 1 45 64 68 49
Twx. 202914 F
Fax. 33 1 46 54 53 79

A. Tho1as

Depart1ent of Trade
and Industry
Roo1 533, TP3
Kinsgate House
Victoria Street
GB - london SWIH OE

Tel. 44 1 215 8159
Twx. 936069
Fax. 44 1 9317199

J.E. Pilcher

Cable &Wireless
Mercury House
Theobald Road
london WCl
Great Britain

J.I. Metcalfe

Depart1ent of Trade
and Industry
Kingsgate House
Victoria House
GB - london SWIH OE

Naae

IIF. Wiegand Hansen I
I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
France

J.-P. Dardayrol I

I
I

I
I

B. Rouxeville ·I

I
I
I
Great
Britain

Tel. 44 1
ext.
Twx.
Fax. 44 1

242 44 33
4047
23181
242 44 33

Tel. 44 1 215 81 29
Twx. 936069
Fax. 44 1 931 7111 94

5'l

Country
or title

Greece

Ireland

Nne

Address

Te 1 IT wxI Fax

C• J • Ra f f e r ty

Mercury Co11unications
International Affairs
Ninety long Acre
london WC2E 9NP

Tel. 44 1 528 22 87
Fax. 44 1 379 54 51

P. G. Maynard

British Telecom
Roo• 506
St. Vincent House
1 Cutler Street
Ipswich, IPA lOW

Tel. 44 473 22 43 96
Twx. 987705
Fax. 44 473 57 52

G.P. Oliver

BT Research lab
Martlesha• Heath
GB-Ipswich IPS 7RE

Tel. 44 473 64 47 80
Twx. 98376
Fax. 44 473 64 37 76

D. Wilkinson

Mercury House
Theobald Road
london WC1X 8RX

Tel. 44 1 242 44 33
Twx. 23181
Fax. 44 1 242 44 33

A. Kokkotas

OlE International Co1Nunications
Direction
Veranzerou 1
10677 Athenes

Tel. 30 1 364 20 99
Twx. 21 9797
Fax. 30 1 360 25 99

E.N. Spithas

Per1anent Representation
7, Avenue de Cortenberg
1040 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 735 80 85
Ext. 273

J.D. Field

Dept. of Co11unications
Scotch House
Hawkhins St.
IR - Dublin 2

Tel. 353 1 711 82 11
ext. 103
Twx. 25323
Fax. 353 1 176 57 76

T. Callender

Teleco•. Eire ann
Marlborough St.
IR - Dublfn

Tel. 353 1 78 67 40
Twx. 31369
Fax. 353 1 72 84 21

B.A. Kernan

Teleco1. Eireann
St. Stephens green
IR-Dublin

Tel. 353 1 71 44 44
ext. 2431
Twx. 90604
Fax. 353 1 78 07 88
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I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.

Country
or title

Italy

I

Na•e

Address

Tel/Twx/Fax

STET
41, Corso d 1 Italia
I -00198 Rota

Tel. (396) 85 89 289
.Twx. 610006
Fax. (396) 858 94 34

I

I
I
I Dott.
I
I
I
I
I G.
I
I
I
I

F. Abbro

Is ti tut o Supe riore

Be lloni

P. T. ROMA
Viale Europa 190
I - 00144 Rota

D. Gagliardi

Te I. ( 3 96 ) 5 4 6 0 2 71
Twx. 611013 IST SUP I
Fax. (396) 54 10 904

STET
Bureau de Representation
34, Rue de la loi
1040 Bruxelles

luxetbourg

C. Dondelinger

I
I
I
I

Ad1inistration des PTT
Sa. Avenue Monterey
l - 2020 luxetbourg

Tel. 35 2 47 65 303
Twx.3450
Fax. 352 24 749

The
Netherlands

F. lijnka•p

I

Ministerie van econo•ische
zaken
P.O. Box 20101
Nl - 2500 EC Den Haag

Tel. 31 70 79 74 01
Twx. 31099
Fax • 3 1 70 47 4 0 81

PTT
Postbus 30000
2500 GA Den Haag

Tel. 31 70 43 38 68
Twx. 31111 ptt nl
Fax. 31 71 17 37 75

I

I

I

· ....~

Th. Bruins

Portugal

J.M. Toscano

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

J.M. Garcia Bau

Correios e Telecot•unicacoes
de Portugal
Dirrecao Geral de Teleco•unicacoes
Av. Fontes Pereira Melo, 40,7°
P-1089 lisboa Codex

I
I Av.
I

Edificio TelecOitunicacoes
Fontes Pereira de Melo, 40, 7°
P - 1000 lisboa

Tel. 351 1 54 00 20
ext. 1710/1
Twx. 65711
Fax. 351 1 52 36 14

Tel. 351 1 54 00 20
ext. 1702
Twx. 18201
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Country
or title

Spain

Address

Tel/Twx/Fax

B. Lorenzo

Direccion General
de Telecommunicaciones
c/Hiedra 7
E - 28070 - Madrid

Tel. 341 733 55 00
ext. 57
Twx. 44100
Fax. 341 733 36 84

M. Medina

Telefonica
Dept. Tecnologia
Beatriz de Bobadilla, 3
E - 28040 Madrid

Tel. 34 1 233 28 64
Twx. 42404
Fax. 34 1 253 14 55

Name

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Telefonica
Dept. Tecnologia
Beatriz de Bobadilla, 3
E - 28040 Madrid

Tel. 34 1 233 28 64
Fax. 34 1 253 14 55

G. Giller

Bundesministeriu•
Fuer das Post. und Fernmeldewesen
Adenauerallee 81
D-5300 Bonn 1

Tel. 49 228 14 27 12
Twx. 8861101
Fax. 49 228 14 88 72

W. Berndt

Bundesministeriu1
Fuer das Post. und Fern1eldewesen
Adenauerallee 81
0 - 5300 Bonn

Tel. 49 228 14 2019
Twx. 8861101
Fax. 49 228 14 88 72

W. Krusch

Bundes1inisteriu1
Fuer das Post und Fern1eldewesen
Adenauerallee 81
0 - 5300 Bonn

Tel. 49 228 14 24 28
Twx. 8861101
Fax. 49 228 14 88 73

J. Oi az
de Mayorga

West
Ger1any

60

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PARTICIPANTS FROM INDUSTRY
Co•pany

Na•e

Address

Tel. /Twx. /Fax.

ALCATEL

P. Pagani

ALCATEL N.Y.
Avenue louise, 480
B - 1050 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 649 96 20

ALCAT El

G. Robin

Al CA TEl N•V•
Avenue louise, 480
B - 1050 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 649 96 20
ext. 1760
Fax. 32 2 640 94 37

ALCATEL N.Y.
Avenue louise, 480
B - 1050 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 649 96 20

APT
P.O.Box 1168
Nl - 1200 BD Hilversu11

Tel. 31 35 87 11 60
Twx. 43894
Fax. 31 35 85 07 85

ATEA
Industriepark Klein Gent
B - 2410 Herentals

Tel. 32 014 24 26 89

ATEA
Industriepark Klein Gent
B - 2410 Herentals

Tel. 32 014 24 21 11
ext. 2691
Twx. 33695
Fax. 32 014 24 28 38

ALCATEL

APT

I R.
I
I
I

I A.W.
I
I
I

ATEA

ATEA

Van Malderen

Van't Slot

M. Knockaert

IM.
I
I
I
I

Vander Linden!

I

I
I
t

ATEA

D. Zegers

ATEA
Industriepark Klein Gent
B - 2410 Herentals

Tel. 32 014 24 21 11
ext. 2691
Twx. 33695
Fax. 32 014 24 28 38

BELL
TELEPHONE

J l.l. Masure

BELL TELEPHONE
Francis Welles plein, 1
B - 2000 Antwerpen

Tel. 32 3
ext.
Twx.
Fax. 32 3

237 17 17
2002
72128
237 98 80
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Company

Name

Address

Tel./Twx./Fax.

CEN/CENELEC

J. Van He rp

CEN/CENELEC
Rue Brederode, 2
8 - 1000 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 519 6811
Twx. 26257
Fax. 32 2 519 68 19

ECTEL

W. Nop pe

ECTEL
Rue des Orapiers, 21
B - 1000 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 510 24 34
Twx. 21078
Fax. 32 2 512 70 59

ERICSSON

G. Linder

ERICSSON TELECOM

Tel. 46 8 719 48 02
Fax.46 8 719 43 86

S - 12625 Stockholm

IT All EL

G. Barberis

IT ALTEL
Castelletto di Setti1o Milanese
I - Milano

Tel. 39 2 43 88 74 79

INTELSA

J. Vela

INTEL SA
Te 1em ac o 5 s t.
E - 28027 Madrid

Tel. 34 1 742 9013
Fax. 3 4 1 719 4 3 8 6

LUCAS
INDUSTRIES

D. Thomas

LUCAS INDUSTRIES (ODETTE)
Great King St.
GB - Birmingha1 B192XF

Tel. 44 21 554 52 52
ext. 528

PLESSEY

K. J. Po vall

PLESSEY MAJOR SYSTEMS
Edge Lane
GB - Liverpool

Tel. 44 51 228 48 30
ext. 2 987
Twx. 62926 7

SEL

H. Kaleve

SEL
Lorenzs tr. 10
D - 7000 Stuttgart 40

TEl. 49 711 821 22 50
Twx. 725260
Fax. 49 711 821 95

SIEMENS

V. Frantzen

SIEMENS
Hofmannstr. 51
P.O.Box 70 00 76
D - 8000 Munich 70

Tel. 49 89 722 61 478
Twx. 8 9707061
Fax. 49 89 722 62 366
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PARTICIPANTS FROM USER ORGANISATIONS

~

....

Co1pany

Naae

Address

Tel./Twx./Fax.

CIB/RCO

la1pe

CIB/RCO
Prinses Beatrixlaan, 5
P.O. 93093
Nl - 2509 AB 's Gravenhage

Tel. 31 70 49 75 00
Fax. 31 70 49 74 17

CIB/RCO

Van de Vlist

CIB/RCO
Prinses Beatrixlaan, 5
P.O. 93093
Nl - 2509 AB 's Gravenhage

Tel. 31 70 49 75 00
Fax. 31 70 49 74 17

CIB/RCO

Nuissl

CIB/RCO
Prinses Beatrixlaan, 5
p .0. 93093
Nl - 2509 AB 's Gravenhage

Tel. 31 70 49 75 00
Fax. 31 70 49 74 17

CIB/RCO

Schreuders

CIB/RCO
Prinses Beatrixlaan, 5
P.O. 93093
Nl - 2509 AB 1 s Gravenhage

Tel. 31 70 49 75 00
Fax. 31 70 49 74 17

C.I.R.I.

N. Vanobberghen

C.I.R.I.
Rue Ravenstein, 36
B - 1000 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 512 58 68
ext. 540
Twx. 25575

ECTUA

R. Kinsoen

ECTUA
Avenue Nouvelle, 126
B - 1040 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 211 90 06
Twx. 61511
Fax. 32 2 218 76 20

J. Cruyt

ECTUA
Avenue Nouvelle, 126
B - 1040 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 211 90 06
Twx. 61511
Fax. 32 2 218 76 20

I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
l
I
I
I
I

Name

Address

Tel./Twx./Fax.

H. Hiester

IDEA
Avenue d 1 Auderghem, 68
B - 1040 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 736 98 15
Twx. 61975 stalaw b
Fax. 32 2 736 98 21

A. Sarich

IDEA
Avenue d 1 Auderghem, 68
B - 1040 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 736 97 15
Twx. 61975 stalaw b
Fax. 32 2 736 98 21

IN TUG
Westminster Palace Gardens
Artillery Row
UK - London SWI

Tel. 44 273 69 35 55
ext. 6580
Twx. 877655
Fax. 44 273 69 33 82

K. Neggers

RARE
c/o Post bus 41882
Nl - 1009 DB A;sterdam

Tel. 31 20 59 25 078

M. DiiiiOU

RARE
c/o Post bus 41882
Nl - 1009 DB Amsterdam

Tel. 31 20 59 25 078

R. Bebi e

SITA
Rue Charles De Gaulle, 112
F - Neuilly s/Seine

Tel. 33 47 38 51 23

SITA
Rue Charles De Gaulle, 112
F - Neuilly s/Seine

Tel. 33 47 38 53 40

Co1Dpany
IDEA

P. Allen

I NT UG

18,

RARE

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SIT A

SIT A

I J.M.
I
I
I

Kaliszewskyl

I
I
I

SPAG

J. Van Eg1ond

SPAG
Philips International
TDS/ETRS
P.O.Box 32
Nl - 1200 JD Hilversum

Tel. 31 35 89 20 52
Twx. 43712
Fax. 31 35 89 12 67

S.W.I.F.T.

J. Breaer

SIHFT
Avenue E. Solvay, 81
B - 1310 La Hulpe

Tel. 32 2 656 3111

M. Govaert

SWIFT
Avenue E. Solvay, 81
B - 1310 La Hulpe

Tel. 32 2 656 31 11

I
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PARTICIPANTS FROM NORTH AMERICAN ORGANISATIONS

I
I

Na•e

Address

Tel./Twx./Fax.

J. N. Norris

BELL COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH
RM 1 B 2 36
290 W. MT. Pleasant Ave.
USA - livingston

Te 1. 201 740 45 99
Fax. 201 740 45 23

AT & T

P.C. Provost

AT & T
Blvd. du Souverain, 360
B - 1160 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 673 81 54
Twx. 24055 attbru b
Fax. 32 2 673 40 54

AT & T

R.K. Graves

AT & T
R• 21271+2
295 N. Maple Ave.
Basking Ridge
USA - NJ 07920

Tel. 201 221 50 25
Fax. 201 766 68 61

J. M. Davis

BEll TRI CO SERVICES
US WEST
1600 7th Ave. Roo• 2602
USA - Seattle, WA 98191

Tel. 206 345 67 28
Fax. 206 346 90 11

NYNEX

K. T. Morgan

NYNEX
R• 341
1113 Westchester Ave.
USA - White Plains, NY 10604

Tel. 914 644 61 42

US MISSION
TO THE EC

P. Haigh

US MISSION TO THE EC
Blvd. du Regent, 40
B - 1000 Bruxelles

Tel. 32 2 513 44 50
ext. 2782

Co•pany

BELL
I
I
COMMUNICA TIONSI
RESEARCH I

r
I

I
I
I

BEll TRI co
SERVICES

-.All"

I
I
I
I
I
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OTHER PARTICIPANTS

(
11

Country
or title

Na•e

Address

Tel/Twx/Fax

CEPT

Th. Huebner

CEPT/CAC
Generaldirektoratet for P&T
Anker Heegaardsgade 4
DK-1503 Copenhagen V

Tel. 45 1 93 33 77
Twx. 15497

scs

F. Arnold

scs

Tel. 49 228 21 00 64
Twx. 889593
Fax. 49 228 21 00 68

Bonn Center
A• Bundeskanzlerplatz
53 Bonn 1
SCI CON

..

S. Carter

SCI CON
49 Berners Street
london W1P 4AQ

Tel. 44 1 580 55 99
Twx. 24293
Fax 44 1 580 77 16

•

